What can
Workshare
do for you?

Workshare
Compare

World-class
comparison

Get lightning fast, dead accurate file comparison with Workshare.
Understand every change to a document according to materiality, and have
access wherever the working day takes you.

Automatic change notifications in Outlook.

When files come back with changes, 1-click finds
and loads the original and runs your comparison.

Category view – sorted by materiality.

Group changes by type to focus on what matters
most, and make reviewing changes faster.

Complex tables? No problem.

Compare
Everywhere

Embedded in the systems you use.

The same rich comparison features inside
Outlook, iManage, NetDocuments, HighQ,
Google G Suite, and more.

Java app, embedded in systems.

Save time and avoid frustration with file
comparison available wherever you need it.

Changes in Word or PDF tables are accurate and
easy to understand, saving you time and
frustration.

Zero desktop deployment.

Lightning fast redlines.

We mean everywhere.

Up to 66 times faster comparison results
(compared to our previous versions and the rest
of the market).

Less congestion on the legal desktop for IT
teams. Less flipping between apps for users.

Run comparisons from the desktop or a mobile
device; whether you’re working in email, on an
extranet, in a data room or a DMS, Mac or PC.

Compare Everywhere – The Future of Comparison is Embedded

#3 Detect Risk

Using a standalone application for file comparison is the old way of working.
It’s not productive for IT to maintain different systems or for users to move between applications to
run a file comparison.
So, we’ve changed all that.
Working with vendors, including Microsoft, Google,
HighQ, iManage and NetDocuments, we’ve
embedded Workshare’s comparison technology in
other document creation and management platforms.
For users there are no additional logins, there’s
no switching between applications, and no
wasting time.
For IT there are no downloads, everything runs in
the browser and the solution works on a Mac or a
PC.

Workshare
Secure

Prevent data
loss

File security that won’t interrupt your workflow, wherever you’re working.
Monitor data to manage the risk of a data loss event and comply with outside
counsel guidelines. Get peace of mind knowing no sensitive metadata is left in
the documents you share, whether that’s via email or another platform.

Scan and clean documents as they’re shared.

Our fastest ever metadata cleaning - between 10
and 20 x faster than previous versions, and up to
66 times faster than other products.

No interruption for users.

No waiting. Fast cleaning. Remain compliant
with company security policies, without it
getting in the way of your workflow.

All sharing channels. We’ve got this.

No matter when, where and how you share files
- email, DMS, online file sharing… desktop,
phone or tablet.

Large files? No problem.

Replace files that are too large for Outlook with
a secure link, get an audit of activity and apply
restrictions to prevent unauthorized sharing.

Risk
Analytics

Analyze your entire firm’s mail flow.

Identify breaches of outside counsel policies
or firm-specific guidelines in files being shared or
uploaded, from desktop or mobile.

Check recipients. Enforce restrictions.
Invisible to users, policies check that only the right
people are being sent the right matters.

Define & prove policy. Respect ethical walls.
Use intelligence provided by Risk Analytics to
check against potential data loss events.

Lead your security drive with the leaders.

Developed in conjunction with an advisory group
of industry leaders and built on Workshare’s
world-class metadata cleaning technology.

Workshare Secure – The Future is Data Loss Monitoring
We’ve evolved our understanding of metadata to create a Data Loss Monitoring (DLM) solution specific to the legal industry.
Workshare can aid legal teams in understanding which matter a document belongs to, applying appropriate policies so files are only
shared with people who have the correct permissions.
Track who files are sent to, how frequently
they’re being shared, and what type of files are
in transit.
Use this data to understand whether
inappropriate sharing is taking place, and
therefore whether a data loss event may
have occurred.
See if files are going around the boundaries
of an ethical wall (unintentionally or
maliciously), or to an inappropriate personal
email address.

Workshare
Transact

The best
way to
manage
deals

Get an innovative way to craft the perfect checklist of documents for every
deal. Prepare fully executed versions and produce closing binders in a fraction
of the time it takes using traditional methods.

Take your checklist online. Securely.

Organize and share documents with a deal team in
a secure, tailored, online workspace.

Checklist creation to binder assembly.

Automated features create an online checklist,
then gather signature pages and assemble the PDF
closing binder, fast.

Embedded document comparison.
Everyone’s always on the same page and can
immediately see changes as a deal progresses.

Status summaries for participants.

Improve and modernize the deal experience by
keeping everyone updated with the status of every
item in the checklist.

A more
secure
transaction

Audit logs and security baked in.

Secure data hosting that’s far more secure than
your Inbox, with much more insight for
compliance.

Store data in specific geographic locations.

Workshare’s robust cloud infrastructure allows
selection of specific locations to store your firm’s
files securely in the cloud.

Extensive data permissions and control.

IT and risk teams maintain absolute control of
who can access and share deal documents.

Full-featured secure EFSS built for legal.

All the online sharing, secure file transfer and
compliance features lawyers need - secure
enough to satisfy your firm and your clients.

Workshare Transact – The Future Thinks Outside The Inbox
If transactional teams only do one thing, they should stop attaching and start uploading files. Get transactions online and into a single,
central workspace and reclaim the workday with Workshare Transact.
Transact was developed by lawyers for lawyers,
and operates from Workshare’s robust, secure,
online file sharing and collaboration platform.
It’s easy to import an existing Word or Excel
checklist into Transact. Drag and drop
automatically converts it into a new project.
Filter against status labels to instantly see how
a deal is progressing. You can export a filtered
version of a checklist to immediately review all
outstanding items with stakeholders and
progress matters faster.
Next up, we’re completing functionality to
enable editing within the main checklist
screens, saving transactional teams even more
valuable time.

What can Workshare do for you?
Workshare
Compare

Workshare
Secure

Workshare
Transact

Lightning fast, dead accurate file comparison
We support your drive for mobility and modernizing the legal desktop by embedding
our leading comparison technology inside the other platforms you use, including:
Office 365, iManage, NetDocuments, GoogleDocs, and HighQ.

The fastest metadata cleaning tool there is
We’ve evolved metadata technology to create the first Data Loss Monitoring tool for
legal teams. Reduce insider threat and exposure to risk by accurately auditing and
securing sensitive matter files sent via email or a browser.

The most productive way to run a deal
We’ve developed sharing technology for transactional teams to run a deal close with
complete efficiency. Create deal checklists, track status updates, communicate with
stakeholders and create closing binders fast, all in a single, secure, online application.
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